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WORK

SKILLS

CLICK3X   JULY 2013 - PRESENT
Motion Graphic Artist  //    Video Editor   //    Colorist
     One of the lead animators in house at Click3X. Daily respsonibilities include a variety of 
     post-production related jobs ranging from motion graphics and compositing to editing and color. 
     Actively involved in creative meetings developing unique styles for upcoming projects that 
     incorporates the client’s direction with original concepts and presentation.
     Select Clients   //      NFL. Hudson Whiskey. Make Up For Ever. Verizon. DKNY. Pfizer. Skippy. HP.

PINEROCK   AUGUST 2009 - JULY 2013
Video Editor   //    Camera Operator   //    Digital Intermediate Technician
     Involved throughout entire production process of live-action shoots that explored a broad spectrum   
     of content which spread from tabletop & talking heads to story driven narratives or documentaries. 
     Required understanding an array of programs and A/V equipment to fit the necessities of both    
     domestic and foreign presentations. 
     Oversaw and managed technical approach of any project as well as deciding correct equipment for 
     individual projects. Implemented major archive system and workflow to help with server upkeep.
     Select Clients   //      Heisman. Lancôme. Pfizer. Ralph Lauren. Yves Saint Laurent. 

FREELANCE   MAY 2009 - PRESENT
Camera Operator  //    Video Editor  //    Motion Graphics 
     LOOSEworld: Camera operator & assistant camera for music videos that ranged both in genre and style.
     Atlantic Pictures: Videos tasked would include anything from product launches to internal recap videos 
     and animated presentations with the work requiring oversight of the entire post-production process.
     Personal: Completed a feature length film that was picked up for distribution by Troma Films. 
     As editor, colorist, sound designer, and graphic artist, the film was an intensive process and 
     an incredible learning experience. 

Adobe After Effects
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop
Apple Color
Cinema4D
DaVinci Resolve
Final Cut Pro

Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera
Canon C300
Canon 5D MK II
Canon 7D
RED Epic Camera
RED Scarlet Camera


